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Granting Power of Attorney
While a Will ensures that your assets are dealt with according
to your wishes at death, only a Continuing (or Enduring)
Power of Attorney for property can provide for the proper
management of your property and financial affairs during your
lifetime, should you become mentally incapable or have to be
absent for an extended period of time. Accordingly, a Power of
Attorney is an important part of a complete financial plan.

Laws differ by province and are subject
to change

• 

• 

• 

In Canada the laws of the province of a person’s residence
apply to Powers of Attorney. However, in some cases the
laws of the place where property is located, particularly real
estate, may apply. In addition, laws are always subject to
change. For these reasons it is particularly important to receive
personalized professional advice in the preparation and use of
Powers of Attorney.
Because this guide is intended to apply to all provinces, we will
refer to a Power of Attorney for property which survives your
incapacity as a Continuing or Enduring Power of Attorney. The
terms Power of Attorney, donor and attorney should be read
to include Mandate, mandator and mandatary, which are the
Quebec equivalents.

• 

What is a continuing power of attorney?
A Continuing (or Enduring) Power of Attorney is a legal
vehicle by which you can ensure your affairs will be managed
efficiently in the event you lose the capacity to manage
them yourself.
A Continuing Power of Attorney is a document in which you
appoint another person or trust company (the attorney) as your
substitute decision maker and confer authority on that person
or corporation to make financial decisions and to act on your
behalf. A general Continuing Power of Attorney authorizes all
your properties, but it is possible to limit that scope.

Why a continuing power of attorney is
important
For the security and peace of mind that it provides, it is
recommended that every adult should have a Continuing
Power of Attorney. Being without a Continuing Power
of Attorney could leave you vulnerable. Some common
misconceptions regarding Powers of Attorney may be holding
you back from making the appropriate arrangements for one.
This guide addresses those misconceptions and shows why
it is important to have a valid Continuing Power of Attorney
in place.
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Scenario
Susan knew she would be impossible to reach for the
coming six months as she would be in Borneo. If a
decision was needed on her investment portfolio, she
wanted someone she trusted as her representative.
She granted a limited Continuing Power of Attorney to
her lawyer.

Family members are not automatically
authorized
One misconception is that, in the event of a loss of capacity,
a family member can automatically deal with your property.
If you have not granted a Continuing Power of Attorney to a
family member, he or she will not be authorized to manage
your property without obtaining a court order or the approval
of a provincial government official. This can be costly and
time-consuming, and the family member may be denied
the authority to act for reasons which you may not consider
important. The court could also appoint someone you may
not approve of to manage your property or impose conditions
regarding the management of your property with which you
might not agree.

With joint property, a spouse or other joint
owners can only deal with some assets
Some people rely on joint tenancy as a tool for incapacity
planning. This is based on the misconception that if all of your
property is held jointly with your spouse, your spouse will be
able to manage every aspect of your financial affairs if you lose
capacity. This is not entirely true. Your spouse may be able to
deal with joint bank accounts, but would not be able to sell or
mortgage a jointly-owned home or other real property. These
transactions require the signature of all joint owners or, if one
of them is incapable, the signature of his or her attorney. If
there is no attorney, the court may appoint a representative.

Incapacity can come at any time
A loss of mental capacity can occur suddenly, so it is important
to make arrangements for a Continuing Power of Attorney
while you are able.
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is appropriate, as long as that person is a mentally capable
adult and trustworthy. You may choose a trust company, if you
want privacy and independence. You may also appoint multiple
attorneys if you wish to do so.

Know the requirements
To ensure that you select the right attorney, it is wise to
consider the nature and complexity of the tasks they may
have to perform. Once you know what may be required of your
attorney(s), you should choose someone who will be able to
deal with those matters personally, or a group of attorneys
who will be able to work together. In addition, each attorney
should be someone you trust to manage your property
prudently and in your best interests, taking into consideration
any dependants you may have.

Select someone you trust
With these criteria in mind, you have many options from which
to choose. Your spouse, adult children, lawyer, accountant,
another family member or friend may be appropriate,
depending on your circumstances.

Scenario
A severe car accident left Lorraine in a coma for three
months. Because she had granted a Continuing Power
of Attorney to her husband, he was able to manage her
financial affairs until she recovered her full health without
requiring court or government intervention.

If named as an Executor in your Will, a trust company, such as
BMO Trust Company, may be a good choice for your attorney as
well, especially if you require specialized expertise or
if there is no suitable individual to act due to complicated
family dynamics.
Even if you decide that your spouse is the best choice to act as
your attorney, it is often wise to appoint someone else to act
either along with or as an alternate to your spouse.
There are several reasons for this:
• 
• 

Choosing the right attorney

• 

Grant your Continuing Power of Attorney to whomever you
trust will do the job well. You may choose anyone you think

• 
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Below is a sampling of the agencies or individuals your
attorney(s) may be required to deal with when managing your
financial affairs, depending on the nature of your property.

• Effective time of application.

• Financial Professional

• 

• 

• Canada Revenue Agency
• Banks

• 

• Accountants
• Directors of your corporation
• Canada or Quebec Pension Plan
• Health/Disability Insurers
• Old Age Security

• 
• 
• 

• Lawyers
• Your family

Make special arrangements for a business
Special consideration may be required if you have a business.
In some instances, one Continuing Power of Attorney under
which your attorney(s) will manage both your business and
personal finances may be appropriate. However, your business
may be large and complex, and require someone familiar with
the business to manage it. The person appropriate for this
role may not be suitable to manage your personal finances. In
these circumstances, you may wish to have two simultaneous
limited Continuing Powers of Attorney. One document names
an attorney to manage your business, and the other names an
attorney to manage your personal financial affairs and nonbusiness property. With multiple Continuing Powers of Attorney,
care must be taken to ensure one does not revoke the other.

What the continuing power of attorney
should state
It is important to provide thorough and clear instructions to
your attorney. Subject to the laws applicable in the province
where you live, the nature of your property, and your
circumstances, your Continuing Power of Attorney may address
any of the following:
• 

Please note that an attorney acting under a Continuing Power
of Attorney, cannot, in most provinces, write or re-write your
Will, or designate or change beneficiaries under your life
insurance policies and registered plans.

Power of attorney for personal care
(the “Living Will”)
Most provinces allow you to give directions concerning your
personal care and medical treatment in the event you lose
the capacity to make the necessary decisions for yourself.
Depending upon the province in which you live, this direction
may be either a Power of Attorney for Personal Care or a
Living Will. Under a Power of Attorney for Personal Care, you
appoint an attorney or attorneys to make medical decisions for
you, subject to any instructions you have given. Typically, this
document is effective only to the extent that you lose cognitive
capacity and are unable to make personal care decisions.

Scenario
With the news that he had a debilitating disease, Tyler
knew that eventually he would need someone to manage
his medical care and his property.
Granting a Continuing Power of Attorney and Power of
Attorney for Personal Care to his wife with his two adult
children and his brother, as alternates, has contributed to
Tyler’s peace of mind.

• 
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In a Living Will (sometimes called an advance medical
directive, health care directive or mandate), you do not
necessarily empower someone to make these decisions for
you. Instead, you specify your medical instructions in the
Living Will, with as much clarity as possible. Some provinces
allow you to name a proxy to carry out these instructions in
the event you lose capacity, or to make decisions that are not
addressed in the Living Will.
Your Continuing Power of Attorney and your Power of Attorney
for Personal Care or Living Will should be separate documents,
even though you may choose the same attorney or proxy for
both. Besides possibly naming different attorneys and having
different purposes, the individuals and institutions who need to
be shown the two documents will be quite different. Separate
documents ensure better protection of your privacy and
efficient enforceability of your intentions.
In Quebec, a Mandate in Anticipation of Incapacity may be
given for financial and property matters and for personal care
in the same document. Such a document may name two
different persons to act as mandatary for administration of
property and mandatary for protection of the person, or the
same mandatary to perform both functions.

Time frame for your continuing power of
attorney
One of the things that may inhibit many people from granting
a Continuing Power of Attorney is their concern over when
it takes effect and when it ceases. Many people wish their
Continuing Power of Attorney to be acted upon only in the
event they lose capacity. However, it is wise for your Continuing
Power of Attorney to be effective immediately upon signing it
and continue to be in effect in the event that you lose capacity.
There are practical reasons for this. If your Continuing Power of
Attorney comes into effect only when you have lost capacity:
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• 

• 
• 

• 

If you prefer that your Continuing Power of Attorney apply only
in the event of a loss of capacity, you may wish to specify a
method, preferably one which does not involve the court, by
which your loss of capacity can be established. The Continuing
Power of Attorney may state that one or more medical
certificates signed by qualified doctors will constitute sufficient
evidence of your loss of capacity.
However, there may be disadvantages to this method, one
of which is that banks, investment dealers and others who
hold your property may question the attorneys’ authority to
act and require evidence that you have not regained capacity
subsequently.
While there are practical benefits to having the Continuing
Power of Attorney effective immediately, there is a risk. It is a
matter of trust between you and the attorneys that they will
not act until you have lost capacity or until you have instructed
them to do so.

!
For more information, speak with your
BMO ﬁnancial professional.
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